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Abstract. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is not inherently visual in contrast to many related modeling languages. However, the visual representation of
individual OWL elements and complete OWL ontologies can be very useful in
many cases. We have therefore developed the Visual Notation for OWL (VOWL)
that defines graphical representations for most of the OWL language constructs.
In contrast to related work, we aim for a complete and well-specified notation that
is easy to understand and implement. At OWLED 2015, we would like to present
the current state of development and discuss our design principles and considerations with the community. We would like to gather feedback on how to further
improve the visual notation and collect requirements for its future development.
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Introduction

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) has become the ‘lingua franca’ for ontologies.
Nearly all modern ontologies are modeled in OWL, and more and more OWL ontologies are developed every week. However, OWL is not a visual language. In contrast
to related modeling languages like UML or ER diagrams, which are inherently visual,
the OWL specifications do not include any recommendations on how to graphically
represent the different OWL language constructs.
Yet, a visualization of individual and combined OWL elements as well as complete
ontologies can be very useful in many situations. Among others, it can help in the
development, exploration, verification, and sensemaking of ontologies. It can also be
useful for teaching OWL, in order to illustrate the language constructs and possible
combinations. Finally, visualizations of OWL are known to ease the communication
between domain experts and ontology experts.
Although many visualizations for OWL ontologies have been developed in the past,
only few define an explicit notation. Most visualizations use basic node-link diagrams
or other visualization techniques to depict the concepts and relationships modeled in
OWL [23,31], but neither provide any further description of the notation nor a clear
visual mapping for the individual OWL elements.

We have developed the Visual Notation for OWL (VOWL) in an effort to close this
gap and complement OWL with a well-specified visual notation that defines graphical
representations for most language constructs. Although we focused the development
on an easy-to-understand notation for casual ontology users, VOWL can also be of use
to ontology experts. A precise description of the visual notation can be found in the
VOWL specification [35], while details on its implementation and evaluation are given
in related publications [30,31]. Recently, we started work on version 3 of VOWL with
the goals to incorporate the complete set of OWL language constructs and to further
increase the scalability of the visual notation.
In this paper, we summarize the main design principles and considerations related
to the development of VOWL, and give an outlook on future directions. We would like
to discuss the current state of development at OWLED 2015 and collect feedback and
requirements on how to further improve the visual notation.

2

Related Work

Many attempts to visualize OWL ontologies have been presented in the last decade.
Surveys can be found in [7,23,28], among others. Most of the approaches visualize
OWL ontologies as graphs, which reflects well the way concepts and relationships are
organized in OWL [31]. The graphs are typically rendered in a force-directed, hierarchical, or radial layout, often resulting in appealing visualizations. There are also 3D
graph visualizations for OWL ontologies [3,16] as well as approaches that visualize the
ontologies as hyperbolic trees [8,12].
However, few visualizations show all constructs modeled in OWL, but most approaches focus on certain aspects of ontologies [31]. While some visualize only the
class hierarchy of OWL ontologies [19,29,32], others consider different types of properties [10,11,40], but do not include property characteristics and other information required to fully understand the information modeled in OWL. Only a small number of
works provide comprehensive visualizations for OWL ontologies. Unfortunately, the
different ontology elements are partly hard to distinguish in these visualizations. For
instance, the tools TGViz [1] and NavigOWL [22] use plain node-link diagrams where
all nodes and links look the same except for their color.
SOVA [2] and GrOWL [27] define more elaborate notations using different symbols,
colors, and node shapes. However, the resulting visualizations are still rather hard to
read due to many crossing edges and only minor variations in the visual elements. In
addition, both notations use abbreviations and mathematical symbols that make them
less intuitive for casual ontology users [31].
There is also a bunch of research on reusing UML class diagrams for the visualization of OWL ontologies [4,6,25]. Precise mappings between OWL and UML class diagrams are, for instance, specified in the Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) [36].
However, UML has originally not been designed for the representation of OWL, which
results in some conceptual limitations and incompatibilities [18,25,26]. It can therefore
be irritating to illustrate OWL language constructs with UML, especially in teaching
and training contexts. Moreover, people not familiar with UML have difficulties interpreting the diagrams correctly, as we found in a comparative user study [33].

A UML-related type of diagram for the visualization of OWL ontologies is used
in OntoViz [38]. It groups classes and datatypes in boxes that are linked by different
properties. Another proposal has been made with VisioOWL [13], which has been implemented as a template for the diagram editor Microsoft Visio. However, both types of
diagrams share the limitation of UML class diagrams that the resulting visualizations
are rather difficult to read for casual ontology users. Futhermore, the visual distinction
of the various OWL elements is again limited, as similar shapes and colors are used for
different OWL elements.
A related attempt has been made with Concept Diagrams [21] that consider the logic
of OWL in particular. Concept Diagrams aim for a formal representation of ontologies
that precisely expresses the OWL semantics. However, they do not propose intuitive
OWL visualizations that are also understandable to casual users.
This is different in Graffoo [9], which aims at an easy-to-understand notation for
OWL and is therefore closely related to the idea of VOWL. It comes with a comprehensive specification [37] and has been implemented as a GraphML extension for the
diagram editor yEd. However, Graffoo is rather related to the idea of UML-based modeling by being based on visual elements commonly known from diagram editors. This
makes it less scalable than VOWL when it comes to the visualization of OWL ontologies with many classes, properties, and instances. In addition, and similar to the previous
attempts, Graffoo defines a rather general notation that uses similar visual elements for
different OWL language constructs. Despite these limitations, Graffoo currently seems
to be the most promising alternative to UML, Concept Diagrams, and VOWL when a
visual notation for OWL is needed.

3

Summary of VOWL

In general, we designed VOWL as a visual notation that is easily understandable to lay
users and that supports the communication between domain experts and ontology experts. We did not attempt to create a direct visual mapping of the OWL syntax, but rather
wanted to create a visual mapping of the semantics of the individual OWL elements.
3.1

General Design Principles

For the design of VOWL, we aimed for meeting several design principles that were
inspired by the dialog principles as defined in ISO 9241-110 [14]:
– VOWL was designed to be self-descriptive by featuring textual descriptions where
necessary. At best, no additional legend is required to understand the notation.
– Established patterns were respected by using commonly used shapes and colors
(such as arrow heads or gray elements to indicate deprecation), borrowing some
visual aspects from notations such as UML. This helps to keep VOWL conformant
with user expectations.
– We put a focus on the comprehensive specification of the VOWL notation. This
complete and unambiguous specification, combined with the self-descriptiveness
and conformance with user expectations, makes VOWL suitable for learning.

– VOWL is suitable for its task of visually depiction OWL concepts by defining a
graphical representation for most OWL language constructs.
– VOWL has been defined in a modular way by making certain labels and colors
optional or customizable. Furthermore, we took care to make it work in different
interaction contexts, by considering both touch and mouse input for example. The
VOWL visualizations scale well with different screen sizes, and can be printed
on paper in monochrome, without losing any important information. All of these
properties make VOWL suitable for individualization.
This way, all of the dialog principles defined in ISO 9241-110 are met except for controllability and error tolerance, which do not apply to the visual notation itself but
rather to its implementation in corresponding tools. The design principles were empirically validated in user studies with different user groups [31,33] and benchmarks, both
focusing the notation itself and its interactive implementations (cf. Section 4). Besides
these primary design principles, we were pursuing some secondary objectives, such as
fostering aesthetically pleasing visualizations and a comparatively easy implementation.
3.2

Concrete Design Decisions

The first design decision for VOWL was the basic representation of the OWL structure.
The network of classes that can be related by inheritance relationships and properties
lends itself to being displayed as a graph. In particular, a node-link-based representation
was chosen, as this graph visualization well supports the tasks that could be relevant in
the context of ontology visualization, such as finding an indirect connection between
two classes or spotting highly connected classes [24].
While indented trees might be more suitable for showing mere hierarchies without multiple inheritance or additional connections by properties, Fu et al. found that
node-link visualizations are perceived as “more controllable and intuitive without visual redundancy, especially for ontologies with multiple inheritance” [15]. They are
considered particularly “suitable for overviews” and “held [the] attention” better than
trees in the user study Fu et al. conducted [15]. However, it needs to be kept in mind
that neither indented trees nor node-link diagrams scale particularly well for very large
ontologies.
With a node-link visualization, each graph element can be represented exactly once.
We decided against this option, by merging some groups of elements in VOWL that conceptually represent units, such as sets of equivalent classes. Likewise, other elements,
such as datatypes and owl:Thing, are represented several times in the VOWL visualizations. This has the advantage that abstract elements connected with many other ontology elements are prevented from taking central positions in the node-link visualization.
At the same time, it allows for shorter edges and fewer edge crossings, both of which
enhance the readability of the visualization. As we found in an evaluation on VOWL,
users are able to correctly interpret this multiplication [31].
The aggregation and multiplication of certain elements in the visualization reflects
why VOWL is not a direct mapping of the OWL syntax, but of the concepts found
in OWL ontologies. For example, disjoint union constructs are disassembled into their
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Fig. 1. A part of the Geonames ontology visualized with VOWL.

atomic parts in VOWL, i.e., a union class and pairwise disjoint restrictions between the
participants of the union.
Two basic shapes, circles and rectangles, were chosen for nodes in VOWL. Class
nodes often feature high degrees of connectivity, which is supported by the circle shape
that allows higher numbers of inbound arrows to properly align around the circle without overlapping arrowheads. At the same time, datatype nodes that are usually merely
connected to one edge have a rectangular shape. Property labels are shown in a rectangle, as well, but in contrast to the aforementioned shapes, these rectangles have no
frame. Like this, the described elements can be clearly distinguished even in monochrome
renditions.
The aforementioned arrowheads are found in inheritance relationships, in properties, and in type relationships. VOWL inheritance edges are reminiscent of UML inheritance and implementation edges, which helps users with the respective prior knowledge [31]. Properties defined in the OWL ontology are shown as edges with a label and
an arrowhead pointing from the domain to the range. Rather than defining the property
as an independent node with two edges to indicate the domain and range, we opted for
this graphically simpler visualization as it was preferred by users [33]. Finally, type relationships look similar to properties, but have a specific color and label and only appear
in the case that a class is an individual of another class.
In general, the size of class nodes can be scaled VOWL according to the number
of individuals in the respective class. It must be pointed out that the exact area covered by circles is difficult to determine for users. Also, a linear mapping between the

number of individuals and the radius may not be helpful, anyway, if the numbers of
individuals differ a lot between classes. However, the scaling of class nodes is mainly
meant to provide an approximate sense of which classes in an ontology contain slightly
or significantly more or less individuals than others at a glance. The exact number of
individuals can additionally be displayed inside the class node as text. In this number,
individuals are counted for each class they are a member of.
Various parts of the visualization were designed to be slightly redundant. For instance,subclass relations are unique in appearance, but also carry a textual label. Likewise, deprecated and imported elements have a unique color, but also have a descriptive
text pointing out their special status. This was done to both improve self-descriptiveness
and to minimize the amount of information lost when some features of the visualization
are not available. For instance, deprecated classes are still recognizable with impaired
color vision or when printed as a monochrome depiction due to the descriptive text.
Thus, while colors in VOWL help to make elements immediately distinguishable, their
absence does not imply the loss of crucial information.
Figure 1 shows a part of version 3.1 of the Geonames ontology [39] visualized with
VOWL. The visualization has been generated with the web application described below
(cf. Section 4).
3.3

Limitations

Although the graphical representations of the elements described above have many advantages, a few shortcomings still pose open questions in the further development of
VOWL. For instance, several reasons beside mere aesthetics support the decision for
circular classes, but as labels are often wider than tall, much empty space in class
nodes remains. Unless the empty space is used for extra information, the class name
can be wrapped, which graphics toolkits are often not able to accomplish within the
non-rectangular bounds of a circle. Likewise, IRIs are currently not displayed anywhere
in the visualization, as VOWL is directed towards lay users. Those users often do not
want to see IRIs, and it is trivial to display them as additional information on the selected element next to the visualization.
More generally, VOWL focuses on the visualization of the TBox of small to mediumsize ontologies but does not sufficiently support the visualization of very large ontologies and detailed ABox information for the time being. First attempts to handle larger
ontologies by gradually hiding nodes with low degrees of connectivity have been tentatively integrated in one of our implementations (see below). Future analyses of user
needs and suggestions will be required to determine how to integrate more ABox information into VOWL. In particular, this issue must be tackled with respect to ontologies
where certain key individuals are as generally used and important as the classes and
properties defined in the ontology.

4

Implementations of VOWL

VOWL has been implemented in two different tools that demonstrate its applicability: a plugin for the ontology editor Protégé and a responsive web application. Both

tools are released under the MIT license and are publicly available at http://vowl.
visualdataweb.org. The OWL ontologies are rendered in a force-directed graph
layout according to the VOWL specification. Interaction techniques allow to explore
the ontologies and customize their visualizations. While the Protégé plugin does not
include all visual elements defined in VOWL, the web application provides a complete
implementation of the current version of VOWL (which is VOWL 2 [35]).
The web application allows users to upload custom ontologies and to interactively
explore and adapt the generated VOWL visualizations [30]. It is complemented by a
Java-based converter that transforms the OWL ontologies into the required JSON format. The converter parses the ontology representation using the OWL API [20] and
outputs a JSON file that is read by the web application. The schema of the JSON file
has been designed with regard to VOWL, i.e., its structure differs from common OWL
serializations in order to enable an efficient generation of the graph visualization and to
ease access at runtime. The web application is easy to use and understand and therefore
also appropriate for casual ontology users, as we could confirm in a user study [31].
Ongoing activities related to the implementation of VOWL concern its integration
into WebProtégé1 as well as the development of a Visio template for VOWL [5]. We
have also developed a visual query language based on VOWL that addresses the peculiarities of querying Linked Data with SPARQL [17]. Some VOWL elements had to be
adapted for this purpose to indicate the variability of the IRIs or values they represent,
and to provide for the interactive options that users require to specify their query. For
instance, visual elements can act as placeholders in the query language that are not fully
specified on a TBox level and for which restrictions can be added by the user. More details on the query language and a prototypical implementation of it are also available at
http://vowl.visualdataweb.org.

5

Conclusions

In this summary paper, we outlined the main design principles and considerations related to the development of a visual notation for OWL. The interested reader is referred
to our papers that detail the development of VOWL [34,31].
The presented VOWL notation apparently provides only one possible way to visualize OWL ontologies using node-link diagrams. As OWL is not an inherently visual
language, other types of visualizations would also be possible and could be more appropriate in certain cases. For instance, if users are mainly interested in the class hierarchy
contained in an OWL ontology, they might prefer a visualization that uses an intended
tree or treemap to depict the ontology.
We believe that VOWL is already a comparatively mature proposal to further discuss the visual representation of OWL. However, although version 2 of VOWL already
considers a large portion of the OWL language constructs, it is not yet complete, in particular with regard to OWL 2. Our ultimate goal is to turn VOWL into a visual notation
that can represent OWL ontologies as completely as possible. Therefore, we recently
started work on version 3 of VOWL, with the goal to incorporate additional OWL language constructs.
1

see https://github.com/VisualDataWeb/webprotege

In addition, we plan to further improve the visual notation, in particular, with regard
to the visualization of large OWL ontologies. The current notation does not scale well
for large ontologies, calling for a more compact notation that copes for those cases. Alternatives would be to filter certain elements of the notation or to display only parts of
the OWL ontology or abstractions of it. While the WebVOWL implementation already
provides some functionality to filter the OWL visualization, this is not yet systematically incorporated into the VOWL specification.
The visual representation of very large ontologies is one of the issues we would
like to discuss at OWLED 2015. Other issues concern the stability of the visualization
and possible alternatives to a force-directed graph layout. For instance, we are currently
elaborating whether a hierarchical or radial graph layout could also be used together
with VOWL. Moreover, we are thinking about ways to integrate further information
about individuals defined in OWL ontologies.
At the OWLED workshop, we would like to discuss these and other issues and
challenges related to the development of a visual notation for OWL. We would like to
gather feedback on how to further improve VOWL in order to make it even more useful
to the community of ontology users.
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